
QUESTIONQUESTION

Web reports make it easy to see the direct path from paid search  
to your website, but they don’t always show what influenced the 
shopper before their last click. 

When you attribute conversion solely to paid search, you could  
be missing out on other sources that helped drive the shopper to 
your site in the first place. Shoppers who have visited automotive 
research sites in addition to a search engine are more likely to  
convert on dealer websites. 

ANSWER DON’T GIVE THE LAST CLICK ALL THE CREDIT. 

Have a dealership to run and don’t have time  
to be a digital marketing expert, too? 

You don’t need to have all the answers, but to manage your investment, you  
do need to know the right questions to ask to stay in front of quality shoppers.

What’s really driving quality
traffic to your website?

To get the most out of your search marketing investment,  
measure the impact of your complete marketing portfolio.  
Cutting key sources of influence from your marketing plan  
based on last-click data alone could cost you the highest- 
quality traffic. Dig deeper to understand what’s driving  
quality visits and align your marketing investment accordingly.
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Looking at last-click data may lead you to abandon the very marketing  
channels that are influencing the quality and conversion of your website  

traffic. After all, it’s rarely just one ad that gets a shopper to convert. Recent 
studies back this up, showing that shoppers exposed to research sites prior  

to search engines perform the best on dealer websites .1

To find out what’s really driving the highest-quality shoppers  
to your website, start by asking the right questions.  

Do multiple touchpoints with a shopper increase website  
and sales conversion?

Multiple touchpoints with a shopper across marketing channels can increase 
your efficiency and ROI. Seek to understand how your marketing mix is working 
together to optimize results. 

What sites did your paid search traffic visit before clicking on  
your website? 

Seek to understand where shoppers were before clicking on paid search  
ads and how that impacts conversion metrics. Setting up multichannel  
funnel reporting is a good first step, though it, too, has limitations in showing 
every interaction. 

Are you measuring offline outcomes as well as website metrics? 

While tracking website conversions is important, the ultimate measure  
is still sales. Measure contributions to floor traffic, not just web traffic. 

Are you crediting your website performance to the last click only? 

Find out how your dealership is sourcing website traffic. If you’re using a  
last-click model, your data will overvalue paid search and undervalue sites  
in your marketing mix that prepared the shopper to convert. 

The only question left is how much are you
 overvaluing – and potentially overinvesting in – 

the last source in your marketing mix?  


